
Rafael Siqueira
Frontend Engineer

I have dedicated 7 years of professional experience to web development, focusing the last 5
years on frontend, specializing in React JS. Ever since I was a kid, I have been messing with
coding in various forms.
I believe in using technology in order to improve people’s lives.

Linkedin: linkedin.com/rafaelsiqueira-dev

RECENT WORK EXPERIENCE

Afya - iClinic

Senior Frontend Engineer | Mar 2023 - present

- Created new features and upgrades for prescription management, impacting 10k+
users

- Led the refactoring of legacy codebase to new technologies, improving user
experience

- Implemented a micro-frontend for B2B banner ads

Tags: React, Typescript, Javascript, NextJS, styled-components, CSS, ShadCDN, Tailwind,
Eslint, Prettier, Vite, Vitest, Jest, Cypress, Docker, Mixpanel, Growthbook, Google Ad
Manager

Uber Eats

Senior Frontend Engineer | Apr 2022 - Feb 2023

- Created new features and upgrades for the cart and multi-cart features of Uber eats,
impacting users all over the globe

- Led the refactoring to improve codebase and organize code imports and file
structure, handling 5000+ files and improving developer experience

Tags: React, Typescript, Flow, Javascript, styled-components, CSS, Eslint, Prettier, Base Web,
i18n

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rafaelsiqueira-dev/
https://iclinic.com.br/
https://www.ubereats.com/


Cornershop by Uber

Senior Frontend Engineer | Apr 2021 - Apr 2022

- Improved landing page’s layout and user experience for shoppers’ sign up process,
with over hundreds of thousands of users impacted all over the globe

- Created new features and upgrades for internal products for shopper management
- Was involved in the creation of an internal design system for the company’s products
- Led the creation of a documentation project in order to improve developer experience

and onboarding

Tags: React, Typescript, Javascript, NextJS, styled-components, CSS, Eslint, Prettier,
Docusaurus, Webpack, Python, Django, i18n

Onesight Events

Frontend Engineer, Product Manager | Nov 2018 - Jan 2021

- Led a team to create new features and improve existing ones on the mobile app,
backend and admin manager

- Created a PWAfor the system, impacting over 10k users
- Created a streaming platform for online conferences with real time chat and surveys

Tags: React, Typescript, Javascript, PWA, Jquery, CSS, Firebase, PHP, DBeaver, NodeJS

Ringa

Trainee, Full-Stack Engineer | Jan 2017 - Nov 2018

- Was involved in creating and upgrading projects for clients

Tags: React, Javascript, Jquery, CSS, Ruby, Ruby on Rails, PHP, NodeJS

EDUCATION

Universidade de São Paulo

Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science (2015 - 2019)

Tecnosert

Technician in Computer Science (2004 - 2006)

https://cornershopapp.com/
https://events.onesight.global/
https://ringa.com.br/

